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• About Me

• About VocaLink 

• History of encryption

• PGP to GNUPG

• PGP encryption walkthrough

• Installing GNUPG

• Use Case

• Questions..? Please feel free to ask as we go through the presentation. 

Introduction
What am I going to talk about today
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Introduction
About your presenter

• Damian Ward

• 20+ years HP NonStop and Payments experience

• Career spanning:

− Operations, Application Programming, System Management, Programme 

Management, Technical Specialist, Solutions Architect, Enterprise Architect, 

Infrastructure Architect

• Specialities:

− HP NonStop systems and architecture, Enterprise Architecture, Encryption, 

Availability Management, ATM Systems, Payments Processing, Capacity Planning, 

System modelling, Fraud, Mobile and Internet technologies, Programming, 

Emerging Technologies and Robotics

• BITUG Vice Chairman 2011

• BITUG Chairman 2012 
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Introduction

VocaLink: cards processing landscape
Direct connection to in house processing system

FIS Connex Advantage 

Switch with resillient 

telecommunication 

connections to each 

customer

Indirect ATM acquirer and card issuer 

connection (via VocaLinkCSB)

ATM and POS international 

acquiring and issuing connections 

via gateway connections to 

international schemes

Connections to Mobile 

Operators

Direct connection 

to Post Office 

systems

Connections to 

overseas 

schemes and 

banks

Indirect ATM connection (via third 

party processor)

via TNS 

CSB

http://www.thederbyshire.co.uk/Homepage.aspx
http://www.hancoatm.co.uk/index.php?page=home
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Introduction
VocaLink: Transaction Processing Peeks
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PART 1 – HISTORY OF 

ENCRYPTION
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Encryption

• Why Encryption

– Data Confidentiality

− At rest or in flight

– PCI compliance

• plain text + key -> algorithm = cipher text(key)

WKH TXLFN EURZQ IRA MXPSV RYHU WKH ODCB GRJ 

• cipher text(key) + key -> algorithm = plain text

the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
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Encryption
History of Encryption

• 1500 BC Clay tablets from Mesopotamia

− Found to encrypt a craftsman's recipe for pottery glaze

• 600 BC Hebrew scholars made use of simple monoalphabetic substitution 

ciphers (such as the Atbash cipher.

• 404 BC The scytale transposition cipher was used by the Spartan military.

− A messenger was given a belt made of leather. 

− The back of the leather had seemingly random  

characters written on it. 

− On delivery the stretch of leather is wound around a 

piece of wood of the correct diameter (the key) 

revealing the plain text message. 
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Encryption
History of Encryption

• 70 BC The Romans used the Caesar cipher and its 

variations.

– Each letter of the alphabet is substituted with the letter 

three positions further along. 

– Ciphers using this “displacement” concept known as Caesar ciphers.

– Of all the substitution ciphers, the Caesar cipher is the simplest to solve.

– There are only 25 possible combinations (keys).

– Used by confederate army during American civil war.

– Ciphertext: WKH TXLFN EURZQ IRA MXPSV RYHU WKH ODCB GRJ 

– Plaintext: the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

– Make your own Cipher wheel: 

– http://www.scholastic.com/spyx/pdfs/Cipher_Wheel.pdf

http://www.scholastic.com/spyx/pdfs/Cipher_Wheel.pdf
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Encryption
History of Encryption

• 1467 Leon Battista Alberti documents first polyalphabetic 

cipher.

• 1840 AD Edgar Allan Poe used systematic methods to 

solve ciphers. 

– He placed a notice of his abilities in a Philadelphia paper 

and invited submissions of ciphers, of which he proceeded 

to solve almost all. 

– His success created a public stir for some months.

– He later wrote an essay on methods of cryptography which 

proved useful as an introduction for novice British 

cryptanalysts attempting to break German codes and 

ciphers during World War I. 

– Poe wrote “The Gold-Bug”, in which cryptanalysis was a 

prominent element.

• By World War II, mechanical and electromechanical cipher machines were in 

wide use, eg Enigma
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Encryption
Modern Symmetric Encryption (DES)

• On May 15, 1973, during the reign of Richard Nixon, the National Bureau of 

Standards (NBS) published a notice in the Federal Register soliciting 

proposals for cryptographic algorithms to protect data during transmission 

and storage. 

• In August 1974, three days before Nixon's resignation, IBM submitted a 

candidate LUCIFER.

Over the last decade, there has been an accelerating increase in the accumulations and communication of digital data by government, industry and 

by other organizations in the private sector. The contents of these communicated and stored data often have very significant value and/or 

sensitivity. It is now common to find data transmissions which constitute funds transfers of several million dollars, purchase or sale of securities, 

warrants for arrests or arrest and conviction records being communicated between law enforcement agencies, airline reservations and ticketing 

representing investment and value both to the airline and passengers, and health and patient care records transmitted among physicians and 

treatment centers.

The increasing volume, value and confidentiality of these records regularly transmitted and stored by commercial and government agencies has 

led to heightened recognition and concern over their exposures to unauthorized access and use. This misuse can be in the form of theft or 

defalcations of data records representing money, malicious modification of business inventories or the interception and misuse of confidential 

information about people. The need for protection is then apparent and urgent.

It is recognized that encryption (otherwise known as scrambling, enciphering or privacy transformation) represents the only means of protecting 

such data during transmission and a useful means of protecting the content of data stored on various media, providing encryption of adequate 

strength can be devised and validated and is inherently integrable into system architecture. The National Bureau of Standards solicits proposed 

techniques and algorithms for computer data encryption. The Bureau also solicits recommended techniques for implementing the cryptographic 

function: for generating, evaluating, and protecting cryptographic keys; for maintaining files encoded under expiring keys; for making partial 

updates to encrypted files; and mixed clear and encrypted data to permit labelling, polling, routing, etc. The Bureau in its role for establishing 

standards and aiding government and industry in assessing technology, will arrange for the evaluation of protection methods in order to prepare 

guidelines.
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Encryption
Modern Symmetric Encryption (DES)

• Developed by IBM during early 70‟s from the LUCIFER algorithm, some 

sources indicate NSA involvement in design.

• It is true that the NSA tried to convince IBM to reduce the length of the key 

from 64 to 48 bits. Ultimately they compromised on a 56-bit key

• 1975 The draft Data Encryption Standard DES was first published.

• DES works on bits, or binary numbers--the 0s and 1s common to digital 

computers

• DES uses a 64bit block size with a 56 bit key, so there are 256, or 

72,057,594,037,927,936 different keys.

• DES is a block cipher

− Takes a fixed-length string of plaintext bits and transforms into a ciphertext bit string 

of the same length. 

• DES keys consists of 64 bits; however only 56 bits are key.

• Eight bits are used for checking parity.
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Encryption
Modern Symmetric Encryption (3DES)

• 1999 "Triple DES" or “3DES" standard first published as FIPS PUB 46-3

• Essentially DES algorithm repeated 3 times with typically double length keys.

• DES EDE - Encrypt with key 1, decrypt with key 2, encrypt with key 1

• Still in widespread use, especially in Card Processing. 

• PINblocks are still almost exclusively 3DES encrypted. 

• 3DES EDE is essentially a 112 or 168-bit key.

• 3DES with at least 2 different keys (112 bit key) is acceptable for federal use 

until 2030.
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Encryption
Modern Asymmetric Encryption (RSA)

• 1976 Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman developed the RSA 

encryption algorithm.

• 1976 Diffie-Hellman key exchange papers published describing an algorithm 

for public-key encryption.

• RSA and Diffie-Hellman address the problem of secure key exchange, the 

recipients cleat text key can be safely distributed.

• Asymmetric key cryptography was independently developed at a GCHQ in 

the UK prior to the public announcement by Diffie and Hellman.

• GCHQ has released documents claiming they had developed public key 

cryptography before the publication of Diffie and Hellman's paper. 

• Various classified papers were written at GCHQ during the 1960s and 1970s 

which eventually led to schemes essentially identical to RSA encryption and 

to Diffie-Hellman key exchange in 1973 and 1974. 
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Encryption
Keys & Key Length

• Comparison between symmetric and asymmetric keys

− 1024-bit RSA keys are comparable to 80-bit symmetric

− 2048-bit RSA keys are comparable to 112-bit symmetric keys (3DES)

• Matt Blaze reported estimates that using 1996 technology, a $10 million 

machine could search for a single 56-bit DES key in six minutes.

• In 2003 that $10 million machine would take about 14 seconds.

• An 80-bit key search in 2003 (assuming the same complexity per key as 

DES) would take 224 times longer, or about seven years.

• 1997 The DESCHALL project breaks a message encrypted with DES for the 

first time in public using a brute force attack.

• 2001 The aging DES was officially replaced by the Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) when NIST announced FIPS 197.

• 2006 The German FPGA based parallel machine COPACOBANA breaks 

DES in 9 days at $10,000 hardware cost.

• 2008 The successor to COPACOBANA, the RIVYERA machine reduces 

average time to less than one day.
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Encryption
Keys & Key Length

• The RSA Factoring Challenge launched on March 18, 1991

• Remaining prizes have been retracted, the challenge ended in 2007.
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Encryption
Keys & Key Length

• A great summary of recommended key lengths and more: 

http://www.keylength.com

http://www.keylength.com/
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PART 2 – PGP TO GNUPG 
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Encryption
PGP

• We were aware of PGP product and the concepts of PKI.

• PGP combines symmetric-key encryption and public-key encryption.

• PGP uses a serial combination of hashing, data compression, symmetric-key 

cryptography, and public-key cryptography.

• Each step uses one of several supported algorithms. 

− For example… RSA, 3DES, MD5, ZIPS

• PGP can use its own ‟web of trust‟ or X.509 certificates through an 

automated key management server

• As PGP evolves, PGP systems that include newer features and algorithms 

will be able to create encrypted messages that older PGP systems cannot 

decrypt.

• It is essential that partners in PGP communication agree on PGP settings.
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Encryption
Open PGP

• OpenPGP does not use patented or otherwise restricted software or 

algorithms, like the IDEA encryption algorithm used in PGP

• OpenPGP is the most widely used email encryption standard in the world. It 

is defined by the OpenPGP Working Group of the Internet Engineering Task 

Force (IETF) Proposed Standard RFC 4880. 

• The OpenPGP standard was originally derived from PGP (Pretty Good 

Privacy), first created by Phil Zimmermann in 1991. 

• OpenPGP is a non-proprietary protocol for encrypting email using public key 

cryptography. It is based on PGP as originally developed by Phil 

Zimmermann. 

• The OpenPGP protocol defines standard formats for encrypted messages, 

signatures, and certificates for exchanging public keys.

• Over the past decade, PGP, and OpenPGP, have become the standard for 

nearly all of the world's encrypted email.
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Encryption
GnuPG

• The Free Software Foundation has developed its own OpenPGP compliant 

program called GNU Privacy Guard (abbreviated GnuPG or GPG). GnuPG 

is freely available together with all source code under the GNU General 

Public License (GPL).

• GnuPG is a command line tool with features for easy integration with other 

applications 

• The name “GNU” is a recursive acronym for “GNU's Not Unix!”

− Pronounced as one syllable with a hard g, like “grew” but with the letter “n” instead 

of “r”.

• A complete and free implementation of the OpenPGP standard. 

• The Free Software Foundation's GNU software project has received 

significant funding from the German government.

http://www.gnu.org.ua/graphics/heckert_gnu.png
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Encryption
GnuPG 

• Supported Platforms

− GNU/Linux x86, alpha, mips, sparc64, m68k or powerpc

− FreeBSD x86 

− OpenBSD alpha amd64 arm hppa i386 m68k m88k powerpc sparc sparc64 vax

− NetBSD x86

− Windows 95/98/NT/2000/ME/XP with x86 

− MacOS

− VMS

− HP NonStop

• The HP NonStop port was performed by the NonStop community and is 

hosted on the ITUGlib website. Available for TNS/R and TNS/E CPU types.
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Encryption
GnuPG

• GnuPG c 1.2.4 supports the following algorithms:

− Public key: RSA, RSA-E, RSA-S, ELG-E, DSA, ELG

− Cipher: 3DES, CAST5, BLOWFISH, AES, AES192, AES256, TWOFISH

− Hash: MD5, SHA1, RIPEMD160, SHA256

− Compression: Uncompressed, ZIP, ZLIB, BZIP2

• The combination of the two encryption methods combines the convenience 

of public key encryption with the speed of conventional encryption.

• Conventional encryption is about 1,000 times faster than public key 

encryption. 

• Public key encryption provides a solution to key distribution and data 

transmission issues. 

• Used together, performance and key distribution are improved without any 

sacrifice in security. 
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PART 3 – OPEN PGP 

WALKTHROUGH
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Open PGP
Key generation

• Agree algorithm use with customer.

• Open PGP minimum supported algorithms:

− Public key: RSA, RSA-E, RSA-S, ELG-E, DSA, ELG

− Cipher: 3DES, CAST5, BLOWFISH, AES, AES192, AES256, TWOFISH

− Hash: MD5, SHA1, RIPEMD160, SHA256

− Compression: Uncompressed, ZIP, ZLIB, BZIP2

• The customer uses an OpenPGP compliant program to generate a Keypair, 

this key pair consists of a private and relate public key.
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Open PGP
Key Exchange

• The customer private key is securely stored by the customer. 

• Because the public key can only be used to encrypt data (and specifically 

not to decrypt) it may be safely sent via email to VocaLink. 

• Upon receipt of the customer public key VocaLink will import this the 

OpenPGP key ring.
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Open PGP
Generate session key

• OpenPGP then creates a session key, which is a one-time-only secret key. 

• This key is a essentially a very large random number generated by 

OpenPGP. 
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Open PGP
Encrypt plain text

• When encrypting data OpenPGP first compresses the plaintext. 

• Data compression reduces file size and strengthens cryptographic security. 

• The session key is used with a very fast conventional encryption algorithm 

(eg 3DES) to encrypt the plaintext; the result called ciphertext. 
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Open PGP
Encrypt session key

• Once the plaintext is encrypted, the session key is then encrypted with the 

recipients public key. 

• The encrypted session key is packaged with the ciphertext.

• This package is transmitted to the recipient. 
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Open PGP
Decrypt session key

• Decryption works in the reverse. 

• The customer receives the OpenPGP encrypted package.  

• The customer then uses their OpenPGP system and their private key to 

recover the temporary session key.
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Open PGP
Decrypt cipher text

• OpenPGP uses this session key to decrypt the ciphertext. 

• The customer now has access to the origional plain text document.
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PART 4 – INSTALLING GNUPG
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GNUPG Installation
Go to ITUGLIB website

• Go to the ITUGLIB website, part of the connect community.

− http://ituglib.connect-community.org/apps/Ituglib/HomePage.jsf

• Open The Open Source library section

http://ituglib.connect-community.org/apps/Ituglib/HomePage.jsf
http://ituglib.connect-community.org/apps/Ituglib/HomePage.jsf
http://ituglib.connect-community.org/apps/Ituglib/HomePage.jsf
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GNUPG Installation
Select GNUPG version

• Versions available 1.2.4 (classic)

1.4.12 (modern)

• Selected 1.2.4 and initial deployment to TNS/R system.

• 1.4.12 will be investigated once system migration complete.

• Download 3 files :
− TNS/R gzip-1.2.4a GNU zip compression utility

− TNS/R tar-1.14 GNU tar

− TNS/R gnupg-1.2.4 GNU privacy guard - a free PGP replacement

http://ituglib.connect-community.org/gzip-1.2.4a-nsr.tar.Z
http://ituglib.connect-community.org/gzip-1.2.4a-nsr.tar.Z
http://ituglib.connect-community.org/gzip-1.2.4a-nsr.tar.Z
http://ituglib.connect-community.org/tar-1.14-nsr.tar.Z
http://ituglib.connect-community.org/tar-1.14-nsr.tar.Z
http://ituglib.connect-community.org/tar-1.14-nsr.tar.Z
http://ituglib.connect-community.org/gnupg-1.2.4-nsr.tar.gz
http://ituglib.connect-community.org/gnupg-1.2.4-nsr.tar.gz
http://ituglib.connect-community.org/gnupg-1.2.4-nsr.tar.gz
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GNUPG Installation
Transfer and install on NonStop

• Transfer using FTP 

− (select binary & OSS):

• If required Install „tar‟ & „gzip‟
− from TANDEM Logon as SUPER user, then:

• Enter OSS and install

• „tar‟ and „gzip‟ now installed.

$STAT SUPER 1> osh

/G/STAT/SUPER :cd /; /bin/zcat '/aci/tmp/GNU/tar-1.14-nsr.tar.Z' | /bin/tar -xf -

/ :

/aci/tmp/GNU :cd /; /bin/zcat '/aci/tmp/GNU/gzip-1.2.4a-nsr.tar.Z' | /bin/tar –xf

/ :
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GNUPG Installation
Install GNUPG

• From within extract gzip file then install TARball SUPER group may be 

required.

• GNUPG now installed

• Ensure user has initial directory setup, e.g.:

gzip –dv gnupg-1.2.4-nsr.tar.gz

tar –xvf gnupg-1.2.4-nsr.tar

$STAT SUPER 12> safecom

SAFEGUARD COMMAND INTERPRETER - T9750G07 - (21JUN2008)    SYSTEM  \STESTCP

=alter user dev.daw, initial-directory /home/dw

$STAT SUPER 12> safecom

SAFEGUARD COMMAND INTERPRETER - T9750G07 - (21JUN2008)    SYSTEM  \STESTCP

=info alias dev.daw,detail

NAME                               USER-ID     OWNER                     STATUS

dev.daw 4,255    255,255                    THAWED

UID = 1279 

INITIAL-PROGTYPE = PROGRAM

INITIAL-PROGRAM  =

INITIAL-DIRECTORY = /home/dw
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GNUPG Installation
Install GNUPG

• Setup the correct path in OSS. Allows installed binaries to be executed.

• Better solution is to add this to users .profile (ie /home/dw/.profile) file

• One last thing.

• OSS does not work with SMF drives, never has probably never will..

/home/dw: export PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/bin

export PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/bin

bash
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GNUPG Installation
Running GNUPG for the first time

• Running GPG for the first time.

• Subsequent running of GPG

/home/dw: gpg

gpg: Please note that you don't have secure memory on this system

gpg: WARNING: program may create a core file!

gpg: /home/dw/.gnupg: directory created

gpg: /usr/local/share/gnupg/options.skel: can't open: No such file or directory

gpg: keyring `/home/dw/.gnupg/secring.gpg' created

gpg: keyring `/home/dw/.gnupg/pubring.gpg' created

/home/dw: gpg

gpg: Please note that you don't have secure memory on this system

gpg: WARNING: program may create a core file!
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GNUPG Installation
Running GNUPG for the first time

• Generate a new keypair with GPG

/

home/dw: gpg --gen-key

gpg: Please note that you don't have secure memory on this system

gpg (GnuPG) 1.2.4; Copyright (C) 2003 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY.

This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

under certain conditions. See the file COPYING for details.

gpg: WARNING: program may create a core file!

Please select what kind of key you want:

(1) DSA and ElGamal (default)

(2) DSA (sign only)

(4) RSA (sign only)

Your selection? 1
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GNUPG Installation
Running GNUPG for the first time

• Generate a new keypair with GPG

Your selection? 1

DSA keypair will have 1024 bits.

About to generate a new ELG-E keypair.

minimum keysize is  768 bits

default keysize is 1024 bits

highest suggested keysize is 2048 bits

What keysize do you want? (1024) 2048

Requested keysize is 2048 bits

Please specify how long the key should be valid.

0 = key does not expire

<n>  = key expires in n days

<n>w = key expires in n weeks

<n>m = key expires in n months

<n>y = key expires in n years

Key is valid for? (0) 0

Key does not expire at all

Is this correct (y/n)? y
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GNUPG Installation
Running GNUPG for the first time

• Generate a new keypair with GPG

You need a User-ID to identify your key; the software constructs the user id

from Real Name, Comment and Email Address in this form:

"Heinrich Heine (Der Dichter) <heinrichh@duesseldorf.de>“

Real name: Damian Ward

Email address: damian.ward@vocalink.com

Comment: Damian Ward DEV key

You selected this USER-ID:

"Damian Ward (Damian Ward DEV Key) <damian.ward@vocalink.com>“

Change (N)ame, (C)omment, (E)mail or (O)kay/(Q)uit? o

You need a Passphrase to protect your secret key.

We need to generate a lot of random bytes. It is a good idea to perform

some other action (type on the keyboard, move the mouse, utilize the

disks) during the prime generation; this gives the random number

generator a better chance to gain enough entropy.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.+++++.+++++.+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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GNUPG Installation
Running GNUPG for the first time

• Generate a new keypair with GPG

We need to generate a lot of random bytes. It is a good idea to perform

some other action (type on the keyboard, move the mouse, utilize the

disks) during the prime generation; this gives the random number

generator a better chance to gain enough entropy.

..++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++..++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.++++^

gpg: /home/dw/.gnupg/trustdb.gpg: trustdb created

public and secret key created and signed.

key marked as ultimately trusted.

pub  1024D/D2BBFA6E 2012-05-21 Damian Ward (Damian Ward DEV Key) damian.ward@v

Key fingerprint = 2EF0 5A17 5566 3D64 1B37  9EAD B44C BCC4 D2BB FA6E

sub  2048g/C05FC3F2 2012-05-21

mailto:damian.ward@v
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GNUPG Installation
Encrypt a file with GnuPG

• Import a customer key

/home/dw: gpg --import custkey

gpg: Please note that you don't have secure memory on this system

gpg: WARNING: program may create a core file!

gpg: key 454B2EEB: public key "customer <customer@vocalink.com>" imported

gpg: Total number processed: 1

gpg:               imported: 1  (RSA: 1)

/home/dw: gpg --list-keys

gpg: Please note that you don't have secure memory on this system

gpg: WARNING: program may create a core file!

/home/dw/.gnupg/pubring.gpg

---------------------------

pub  1024D/D2BBFA6E 2012-05-21 Damian Ward (Damian Ward DEV Key) <damian.ward@v>

sub  2048g/C05FC3F2 2012-05-21

pub  2048R/454B2EEB 2012-01-19 customer <customer@vocalink.com>

sub  2048R/68B40E88 2012-01-19
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GNUPG Installation
Decrypt a file with GnuPG

• Sign customer key

/home/dw: gpg --sign-key customer@vocalink.com

gpg: Please note that you don't have secure memory on this system

gpg: WARNING: program may create a core file!

gpg: checking the trustdb

gpg: checking at depth 0 signed=0 ot(-/q/n/m/f/u)=0/0/0/0/0/1

pub  2048R/454B2EEB  created: 2012-01-19 expires: never      trust: -/-

sub  2048R/68B40E88  created: 2012-01-19 expires: never

(1). customer <customer@vocalink.com>

pub  2048R/454B2EEB  created: 2012-01-19 expires: never      trust: -/-

Primary key fingerprint: CCA5 8144 85B6 95DF AF89  906F 7C25 AE81 454B 2EEB

customer customer@vocalink.com

mailto:customer@vocalink.com
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GNUPG Installation
Decrypt a file with GnuPG

• Sign customer key

How carefully have you verified the key you are about to sign actually belongs

to the person named above?  If you don't know what to answer, enter "0".

(0) I will not answer. (default)

(1) I have not checked at all.

(2) I have done casual checking.

(3) I have done very careful checking.

Your selection? (enter '?' for more information): 3

Are you really sure that you want to sign this key

with your key: "Damian Ward (Damian Ward DEV Key) <damian.ward@vocalink.com>" ()

I have checked this key very carefully.

Really sign? yes

You need a passphrase to unlock the secret key for

user: "Damian Ward (Damian Ward DEV Key) <damian.ward@vocalink.com>"

1024-bit DSA key, ID D2BBFA6E, created 2012-05-21

/home/dw:
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GNUPG Installation
Decrypt a file with GnuPG

• Check customer key signature.

/home/dw: gpg --check-sigs

gpg: Please note that you don't have secure memory on this system

gpg: WARNING: program may create a core file!

/home/dw/.gnupg/pubring.gpg

---------------------------

pub  1024D/D2BBFA6E 2012-05-21 Damian Ward (Damian Ward DEV Key) <damian.ward@v>

sig!3       D2BBFA6E 2012-05-21   Damian Ward (Damian Ward DEV Key) <damian.war>

sub  2048g/C05FC3F2 2012-05-21

sig!        D2BBFA6E 2012-05-21   Damian Ward (Damian Ward DEV Key) <damian.war>

pub  2048R/454B2EEB 2012-01-19 customer <customer@vocalink.com>

sig!3       454B2EEB 2012-01-19   customer <customer@vocalink.com>

sig!3       D2BBFA6E 2012-05-23   Damian Ward (Damian Ward DEV Key) <damian.war>

sub  2048R/68B40E88 2012-01-19

sig!        454B2EEB 2012-01-19   customer <customer@vocalink.com>

/home/dw:
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GNUPG Installation
Encrypt a file with GnuPG

• Encrypt file

$STAT DW 21> run $aux1.n3smd5.md5 test101

87CC72A7E11FA5AC25A764F45D0FCFC3

cp /G/stat/dw/test101 warandp

/home/dw: ls

custkey test       test2      warandp

/home/dw: gpg --encrypt-file -r customer warandp

gpg: Please note that you don't have secure memory on this system

gpg: WARNING: program may create a core file!

/home/dw: ls

custkey test           test2          warandp warandp.gpg

/home/dw:
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GNUPG Installation
Decrypt a file with GnuPG

• Decrypt a file

C:\Documents and Settings\damian.ward\Desktop>gpg --decrypt-file warandp.gpg

You need a passphrase to unlock the secret key for

user: "customer <customer@vocalink.com>"

2048-bit RSA key, ID FDE7CD49, created 2012-05-23 (main key ID 49B27AE6)

gpg: encrypted with 2048-bit RSA key, ID FDE7CD49, created 2012-05-23

"customer <customer@vocalink.com>“
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GNUPG Installation
Decrypt a file with GnuPG

• Decrypt a file

C:\Documents and Settings\damian.ward\Desktop>gpg --print-mds warandp

warandp:    MD5 = 87 CC 72 A7 E1 1F A5 AC  25 A7 64 F4 5D 0F CF C3

87 CC 72 A7 E1 1F A5 AC  25 A7 64 F4 5D 0F CF C3 (NonStop MD5 value)

warandp:   SHA1 = D7EB E305 618B 0D64 E5AC  6221 8CAA A4F7 1A94 0AB7

warandp: RMD160 = 1E94 C01D DF78 3273 78DD  8D2C A5E4 7343 1735 0187

warandp: SHA224 = 83C9CF08 8B5C698D A18FD802 2BC03F72 F08BCF03 12050917 1FB9AE6F

warandp: SHA256 = C3D85AFF 23D39D0E 58313DE9 4B610AE2 93D78D6A 461F4A9D D89E2A9C

C6AB6F5C

warandp: SHA384 = 25341F73 12F94346 229AE779 92947306 43E03139 750E5DF2 04F6F155

1844DA11 CD795695 89F3C571 15E1ED66 49A6D744

warandp: SHA512 = CCC3E5DA 746E07EA E03B7002 CD894EB8 C39B7323 DDF8F75D 7217059A

C8C9BF45 217D46D8 BE4D7A94 C667DEAB 80A24B74 261E8F0B 8A7C25F6

518E636C 5AC2DC75

C:\Documents and Settings\damian.ward\Desktop>
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GNUPG Installation
Running GNUPG from TACL

• TACL wrapper for GPG

• Assumes GnuPG has been installed and configured

• Assumes recipients Public key has been imported into GnuPG 

• Uses 3DES for encryption

• Only works for unstructured files (And PAK files)

• CONFIG FILE specifies the OSS name of the GnuPG program

− $B24T2.TESTER.PGPTACL

− PGP-OBJECT-LOCATION   = /usr/local/bin/gpg

• Created new TACL source file - PGPUTIL

• Updated existing library file - GLOBUTIL
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GNUPG Installation
Running GNUPG from TACL

• TACL wrapper for GPG

• RETURNS -1 FOR A SUCCESSFUL ENCRYPTION, 0 FOR AN 

UNSUCCESSFUL ENCRYPTION

$B24T2 LFCLBENV 259> pgp_encrypt help
*************************************************************************

* PGP_ENCRYPT Correct syntax is:                                        *

*                                                                       *

* PGP_ENCRYPT (plaintext fname) (ciphertext fname) (KEY NAME) (OPTION)  *

*                                                                       *

* Where filenames are:                                                  *

*     an EDIT or UNSTRUCTURED file                                      *

*     located on a physical disk                                        *

* Key name is:                                                          *

*     The name of the GnuPG Public key to be used to encrypt file       *

*                                                                       *

* Both filenames and the key name are mandatory and must be in the      *

* correct order                                                         *

*                                                                       *

* Options are:                                                          *

*     HELP     - Displays this screen                                   *

*     TRACE    - Output diagnositic message                             *

*     DRY      - Do not run the encryption                              *

* Returns:                                                              *

*     0        - unsuccessful                                           *

*    -1        - successful                                             *

*                                                                       *

*                                                                       *

* Example - PGP_ENCRYPT $DATA01.LUKE.TXTFILE $DATA01.LUKE.ENCFILE METRO *

*************************************************************************
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PART 5 – USE CASE
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Use Case
Secure customer file transfer

• Customer wants to receive PCI impacting file in encrypted form.

• Needs to be transmitted and stored on customer systems in a PCI safe (ie

encrypted)  form

• Minimum effort to be expended with regard to key generation and 

distribution.

• Files ultimate destination is a Windows or Linux platform.

• Customer already uses PGP

• Encrypted Network or Connect:Direct Secure+ do not fit bill as file must 

remain encrypted will at rest on customer system.

• Customer file transfer destination (non PCI zone) moves file to final 

destination (within protected PCI zone) for decryption.
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• Supported algorithms:

• Pubkey: RSA, RSA-E, RSA-S, ELG-E, DSA, ELG

• Cipher: 3DES, CAST5, BLOWFISH, AES, AES192, AES256, TWOFISH

• Hash: MD5, SHA1, RIPEMD160, SHA256

• Compression: Uncompressed, ZIP, ZLIB, BZIP2
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Stage 1 – customer generates key pair

• Customer generates their own key pair 

using a PGP compatible product.

• Customer public key is exported and 

transported to VocaLink
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Stage 2 – Import customer public key 

• The customer public key is imported into the VocaLink GNUPG keyring.
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Stage 2 – Import customer public key 

• GNUPG creates a session key.

• This session key works with 3DES to encrypt the plaintext; the result is 

ciphertext. 
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Open PGP
Encrypt session key

• Once the plaintext is encrypted, the session key is then encrypted with the 

customers public key. 

• This public key-encrypted session key is transmitted along with the 

ciphertext to the recipient. 
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Open PGP
Decrypt session key

• Decryption works in the reverse. 

• The customer receives the OpenPGP encrypted package.  

• The customer then uses their OpenPGP system and their private key to 

recover the temporary session key.
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Open PGP
Decrypt cipher text

• OpenPGP uses this session key to decrypt the ciphertext. 

• The customer now has access to the original plain text document.
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QUESTIONS..?




